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ZERO DS SU RACK

Thank you for purchasing Happy Trails products. Our products are proudly hand made in Boise
Idaho, USA. If you have any questions or concerns about the installation of this product, please contact us directly at 1-208-377-8771 or e-mail support@happy-trail.com.
Before you begin, place the bike on a hard level surface where you have room to work. Lay out the
parts included in this kit and compare to the parts list on the final page of these instructions. If any
parts or hardware are missing, contact us immediately at the number or email listed above.
Step 1
Fig 1
Remove the plastic side panels from both sides of the
bike using a 3mm Hex wrench at the 3 bolt locations
and set in a safe place until last step of installation. See
Fig 1.
Also remove the seat bolts and the seat and set aside.
Note because of the tight areas for installing the tabs,
removing the side panels allows access to the lower peg
tab bolt install in Step 4 - 5.
Step 2
Remove the 4 bolts holding the rear fender in place.

Fig 2

Note the fender with turn signals will want to fall down
so either have a second person hold it in place or use
tape or other means to hold it up as you perform step 3.

Step 3
Fig 3
Attach the under fender tab to the holes from step 2 using the two 1/4” thick spacers with M625S bolts and flat
washers at the front locations and 1.25” long spacers
with M645S bolts and flat washers at the rear location.
See Fig 3 for more details on placement of spacers, etc.
PLEASE NOTE: Be sure to move the turn signal wires
out of the way of the 1.25” long spacers so they do not
get crushed when you tighten this plate.

Step 4
Install the LEFT side SU rack passenger peg tab by
removing the two bolts shown in Fig 4 that hold the
passenger peg bracket in place.

Fig 4

Note the SU rack tab installs such that the flat side of
tab faces up and the tab faces toward the shock and
away from the passenger peg as shown in Fig 4.
Re-use the OEM bolts for this location and tighten
to 18 ft/lbs. Use a box end wrench from front side to
reach lower bolt and long extention with socket from
other side to easily reach upper bolt.
Step 5

Fig 5

Install the RIGHT side SU rack passenger peg tab in a
similar manner as the left side. See Fig 5 for how the
tab is positioned on the passenger peg bracket when
bolted to the frame.
It goes around the rear brake reservoir with flat edge of
tab at the top.
Again re-use the OEM bolts and tighten to 18 ft/lbs.
Fig 6
Step 6
Once the tabs are installed, mount the SU rack by first
attaching at the seat bolt mount location using a M890S
bolt, 5/8 OD x 1.00 L x 0.319 ID spacer, and flat washer
as shown in Fig 6. Note the seat attach has the nut that
goes on the bolt to tighten so for now this point is just
to hold the rack while you install the other two locations.
Seat nut will
secure this bolt
Step 7
Install the RIGHT side SU rack at the passenger peg
location as shown in Fig 7. Note it is easier to install
the M840H bolt with flat washer from the back side
and secure with nut with additional flat washer on the
outside as shown in Fig 7.
Do not tighten this bolt all the way until the rest of the
rack is installed.

Fig 7

Nut on outside

Step 8
Install the upper rear SU rack mount location in a
similar manner as step 7 by installing the M840H bolt
from the bottom with nut on top due to tight space at
the top of the mount.

Fig 8

Nut on top

Leave this location loose until the final step.
Repeat steps 6-8 for the LEFT side SU rack.

Step 9

Fig 9

Finally install the rear support bumper angled up so
the crossbar is above the rear license plate bracket/
fender. Use 1 M616S, 2 flat washers, and 1 Nylock nut
at each of the 4 locations.
Reinstall the seat and tighten all the remaining bolts to
the following specifications:
M8 bolts should be tightened to 18 ft/lbs
M6 bolts should be tightened to 7 ft/lbs

Recommended Tools:
3mm Allen (Hex) Wrench
4mm Allen (Hex) Wrench
5mm Allen (Hex) Wrench
10mm box end wrench
13mm box wrench (x2)
13mm socket with 2 6” extensions and ratchet

Hardware List:
Right and Left SU Loops
Rear Support Bumper
Rear Fender tab
Right and Left peg tabs
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